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The Major Chanpers: Continuity or

Discontinuity in the Career 9ecision Process?

By

Robert W. Titley Bonnie Titley Wirt M. Wolff

Coluraeo State University

Student Develonrent Report
Vol XIII, flo. 1, 1975-76

Abstract

Collete students changing their declared major were asked to snecify what

job or career they Pere "headed tor" in t-oth their old najor and in t,eir new

najor choice. Consistent pith vucational developrent theory, a significant

nunber were atle to be nore specific about their probable career choice within

their previous najor choice. Sceminoly contrary to thoorY, however, the propor-

tion of students able to he specific in job choices declined significantly accocs

the college class years. This doynward trend held for the degree of specificity

in probal.le job choice in both the vevious and the newly selected major. The

results are interpreted as a paraduxical example of both continuity and discon-

tinuity in the development of career choice among collere students. The general

irplications for vocational theory and for career cuidance during the college

yeers are stated.



As part of a larger project designed by the authors to determine factors

associated with major change amon,7 cclle:e undergraduates, a soree,hat serendip-

itous and surprising finding emerged. The finding appear related to certain

theoretical postulans concerning deveoomental dimensions of career decisicrs.

Theories of career choice which emphasize develepelentel aspects (Ginzberg,

Ginsberg, Axelrad, & Herma, 1951; Ginzberg, 1272; Super, 1957; Tiedeman, 19(1;

Tiedemen & O'Hara, 1913) dc,scribe "stages" or behavioral "tasks"--stages or

tasks 0-lich are hypothesized as ecntinuous and lihearly progressive over Oren-

ological aae. Reviews of related research Yould allow the general conclusion

that the existence of stages and age-related behaviors is valid and at lea51

de-,criiitive if not e:'plaratory. But as Osipoy (1973) points out in his evzlua-

Lion of Ginzberg's theory, "The evidence is mixed, however, with respect to

specifically what the stages are, velen they occur, arid the order in which they

occur" (p. 9). Crites (1)E9) interprets empirical evidence as generally suppor-

tive of the stages notirti, but questions whether the process is a continumi one,

i.e., whether the stages poceed linearly ;Athout interrupticn. Volff (19.S3)

also :curd discontinuity in career patterns over developmental spans, as well as

differences for the sexes. Nevertheless, Crites concludes that choices become

stabilized for "irreversible" after mid-adolescence and that "exclusion"--the

narreAng and ultimate selection of a career via the elimination of alterna-

tives--operates continuously through adolescence and early adulthood until

arrival at a chosen career.

If occupational choice, of which major choice is perhaps a reflection, is

an ohading developmental process, it should be expected that students changihg

their col1e..11 major would express an equal or greater degree of career specifi-

city, at least for the new major choice, would increa:ze with the rui ef

years in college.
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!1EMOD

Spt,jects and Procedure. The 203 undergraduate students who changed their

majors at Colorado State Universitj during the inter quarter of 1975 were asked

to complete a questionnaire at thc tire their tlior change papers were being

processA. Of the original sample, 27 submitted blank, incomplete or otherwise

unusable quastionnaires, and 156 were "special major change" categories, e.g.,

fre;hman and sophomores raking a required chahge from non-degree "general

studies" program; to their first declared major. Tte remaining 625 were declar-

ins an official ,hift frem one degrae-granting progror to another and were de-

fined as "True Changers.' Of the 625 True Changers, who served as the subjects

for the current study, 121 (19.4%) were freshmen, 224 (35.8%) were sophomores,

158 (31.7%) were juniors, and 82 (13.11 were seniors. Three hundred and forty-

two (54.7) uzro males ar.d 233 (45.37Q) were femoles. There was an expected

greater proportion of sophomores and juniors among the eiangers than in the

general populanon of 76,636 undergraduates, but the nroportion of males and

females in the sample as nearly identical with the pr:.,portion existing among

all un&rgraduatcs at the University.

Th2 questionnaire included certain demogranhic data, a checklist of reasons

for the chang2 (pruvding data for the larger continuing project), and two c;'en-

ended question-, uhich served as the basis for the presert study. These ques-

tions, included orignally to investigate alleged current tre..ids allay from

"indecision" and toward "v,Jrationa1ism," were:

1. That specifi,.: career or job were you headed for in

your old mAcx?"

2. 'That sr-iclick career or job are you hcaeed for in

your neu major7"

The questions were mdeled ar Trow (1941) and designed to elicit
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"probe:le" occupation or choice rath-r than "preference or "aspiration," and

to permit expressions of

Response Classification. Le questionnair:., responses 1:,ere classified into

tv:o cateriories delineating two levels of jc,!) or creer specificity. The levels

were defined as follows:

Level I: Non-specific. Une:le to state a specific job or career.

Statement of uncertainty cr general vagueness; reference to a general

interest area, without specifying any well-defined job or professional

area, job title or duties, including such responses as "don't know,"

"?," "undecide," "work with children," "consamer protection," "public

service," "business," and the like.

Level II: Specific. Stated career, jcb, or specific area wherein

the g.,:reral titic.!s or duties are defined by the job or class of jobs;

specific reference to advanced study which is preparation for same.

d such responses as "clinical psyeholoOst," "occupational

therapist," "la-r" or "lailter," "teacher," "CPA," "professional dance,"

"medical school," "business manager," "research in biology," etc.

Intersenrer relie)ility between teo of the autilors' independent ratings

W35 94.:% based on the percent of aureement on 1CO r4ndomly selected lua:tion-

naires (200 responses).

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the relative percentages of students able to specify their

carzer choice at Level II for the old major and for the new vrjor. The data re-

veal that cvcrall acadcmic ene.s, a larcer perc!:.ntage of studeTits

reached Level II in the new major as cc:Tared to the percen'age of students at

the specific level in the old major. Tested by X
2

for ccrrelated proportions,

the tendemy to ba at a higher level of specification in the new mijor was
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v2 v2
significant at all cl:-.ss lev,ls (frechr-en: A - 18.39, p < ,001; sep)omares: A

25.C6, P < .001; jurjors: 17.2S, p < .1-01; serjors: X
2

. 8.33,

p < .CI; df - 1 in all cases). This su:ests that, for most, a greater de?ree of

specificity was present after a change of major.

The rajori41 of freshmen are able to be quite specific in vocational choices,

with 67.8 :t Level II in their old major and 87.6 in their new major. Eowever,

the percentarje of st,:dents able to be specific for eith2r old or new major

steadily declines across the college yurs. Only 54.9-Z of the seniors were at

Level II in the major they just left, with 73.2% at Level II in the major they

had just entered. A regression test for linear trends in prepertions recommanded

by Snedecor end Cochran (1967, p. 246f) was applied to the data to determine

significance of the apparent decline in specificity. The trend from the fres!...-

man year to Cle scnior year in ability to specify at Level 17 in tne old major

showed a Z of 1.97, DF 623. p < The similar decline across the years

in the percentca of stvlen!.s reaching Level II in their newly declared major

was significant with a Z of 2.91, df 623, p < .01.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

While the highor :,ropJ-don cf students at Level II in the new micr ccm-

paled to the old major is consistent with the vocational development theories,

the decline across college years in ability to spec:fic in either the old or

new majors seems, paradoxically, inconsistent with the same theories. If career

choice occurs in stars and is a continuous, irrevusible, and excltr,ve process,

with crystallization an..! specificatn increasing with age, 0-ly are u greater

percontage ol freshmen a'ale to be Nore specific than seniors? I:oulOn't college

students, as they proy.ess from the frcthman to the senior year, demenstree an

increasing tendency to be specific when describing the intended life work for

7
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which they are preparing? Amoee major changers, apparently the change leads to

increasing specification, but as v.:e increases and progression thrcugh college

occurs, a decreasing nueber of students become able to specifj their prcbabla

futere occu7ation..

This pattern holds generally for both males and females with the possible

exception of more consistency among feeales in the early college years in the

stated job specificity level of their first declared major. This consistency

could be due to a possible tendency of females to begin college in certain ma-

jors whicn are more stereotyped. e.g., secretarial, fashion
design, etc., where-

in the specific jobs available art more obvious. Hewever, the small N's en-

untered in tne scx by class breakdown made the resulting slight deviations

from the overall pattern
difficult to interpret.

There waS no signiFicant difference in the cumulative
rraee point of the

changers, tv class or by sex, in eemparison with the 717e1 undergraduate stu-

dent !Joey. we erede point date appear to contredict
findines of Warren

(1951) and the conclusion of Osipow (1373) that ". . many changes in eeuca-

tional and vocational plans in college reflect achievement problems , not ger-

uine modificetiens in piefcrence" (p. 252). However, socce students sustain an

adeevate ov,n.all grade point, but encounter some difficulty in :ecrtain course-

werk rceeieed by the,r mee5or currcuem. Because this was possibly true of

some of the major changers, no conclusion can be drawn from this steely on the

relationship of grades to chnee of major.

The significant generel decline across college years in stee:rf.s' will-

ingness or ability to state specific job goals could pcssibly be interpreted

as a result of "pseudocryeta11ization"
(Ginzberg, 1951, p. 126), i.e., some

students may make a falee start in mejor selection and intended career, dis-

cover the idtial choice to be unrealistic, and subsequently reject the chossr,

9
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ficld or career. 7--.e concept of pseudocrystallization would also predict that

for SO7%2 individuals the rejection is followed by a new eeneral choice of field,

but difficulty is encountered in specifying carers toithin the new field. This

does not seer, to be the c:.:e in the present study as most students were more

specific in their second major selec.jon than in their first. Further, nothing

in the pseudocrystallization postulate clearly predicts the declines in speci-

ficity from the freshmn year to the senior year as secn in Figure 1.

Other theoretical positions could be invoked in an attempt to inerpret

the findings. "Specification" is the second phase in what Ginzbary terms the

"Realistic" stage (age 2)-22 years); Suplr believes spcoificetion to coincide

with a3e 18-21 years. Sore writers (Crite, 196); Sr,a1), 1953; T1e6eman and

O'Hara, 1963) believe that there may v,i.11 bo certain discontinuities in the pro-

cess, even thotd, the diroc-.:on is upv!ardly pro;r:ssive in terms of the

ability to spi,cify and irement Li 3ccupationa1 choice. :.to rather dated

studies Ci.ver, 1935) are cited by Ct';1 (1959) as evidence

for the notion o;Ft as agc increases, a greater trend toJard specification is

manifest z;7,-:--cj co117e st-,!-nts. Hershenson and Roth (1966) present the hypeth-

esis that ca,-tainty of eh.:i:c increases with ane, as the ranse of alternative

choices decreases. Crites (1959) reviet's their statement and concludes that

related research londs credence to the notion of a narrowing or "exclusion" pro-

cess which results in a greater ability to specify careers as a perscP. vows

older. The present data question both progressive linearity and the exclusion

process as operating during the college years.

Tiedeman and O'Hara (1963) hypothesize processes called

and "integration" as part of the devel.:pmental segmnce. As career d?vslopment

proceeds, an individual will alternately discriminate among stimuli patterns

and cognitively intecrate the input in relation to vacationai choice. inis
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concept, along with the continuity theory, may provide clues as to the rast

logical conclusion that can be drawn from the data obtained. The college years

may produce, for SO72 students at least, a discqntinuity experience. At the

outset, based on still rather limited occupational information and a relatively

undifftrentiated environment with respect to what careers are available across

and within fields, freshren choosing a major may be more able to specify what

careers they have "chosen." As the), Proceed through the educational process and

as they learn more differentiations amoag the available fields and careers,

specification becores more difficult. Perhaps adding to this confusion is the

current tenuous nature of the job market for college graduates. Faced with the

above realities, many students who are ready to be totally "realistic" never-

theless find themselves in a discontinuity si:ate by the time they reach their

later college years- The alternative choices are actually increasing, yet thair

ability to specify choices seems to be decreasing.

Another possible explanation for the results may be that True Changers re-

present a sub-population of students--a group whose vocational choice problers

tend to increase in .everity as they advance through their college years. The

dimension of vocational waturity must also be considered. Some freshmen who

change their majors may be doing so because of vocational maturity, rather

than for reasons of imnaturity. Some students who shift fields in their final

year may be reflecting a chronic vocational immaturity rather than arrival at

a stage wherein they would be judged as vocationally mature. Longitudinal re-

search or studies of major changing using a random semple of sZudents at each

of the class (or ag2) levels and controlling for vocational maturity might yield

a more adequate answer as to whether discontinuity is age progressive.

In any case, the current findin,s appear relevant for both practice and

theory. Any college instructor, vocational counselor, or academic adviser,

11



noting the tentativeness cT early choices among sore students (Titley end

Vattano, 1972) can also recall those freshnen ,:(ho can state precisely what they

are going to be sore day, bLt as seniors beceme "not sure.' If the conc1J-

sion drawn fru, the obtained data is valid, imdlications for modifying college

experiences and related vocational guidance approaches are clear: certain

students need more assistance in dealing with ambiguity at all levels of their

educational and vocational development and not just during their begiYrg cn-

deavors with a university. An implication for wjcational del/el.:Trent Vic:iv

and res2arch also is appaient. The college years may vell be a period of dis-

continuity for many students and an age-related linear progression in tie pro-

cess of career selectinn for all p,Inple in ;CO environments should not ha

1 2
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